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ABSTRACT

EDF has undertaken some mechanics and thermal-hydraulics studies with the
objective of mastering plants phenomena today and in order to numerically predict the
behaviour of vessel internals on units planned for the future.

From some justifications already underway after in operation incidents (wear and drop
time of RCCA rods, fuel deflection, adaptor cracks, baffle bolt cracks) we intend to
control reactor vessel flows and mechanical behaviour of internals structures .

During normal operation, thermal-hydraulic is the main load of vessel internals. The
current approach consists of acquiring the capacity to link different calculations,
taking care that codes are qualified for physical phenomena and complex 3D
geometries.

For baffle assembly, a more simple model of this structure has been used to treat the
physical phenomena linked to the LOCA transient.

Results are encouraging mainly due to code capacity progression (resolution and
models), which allows more and more complex physical phenomena to be treated,
like turbulence flow and LOCA.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

Three factors have lead EDF to undertake some studies to increase its understanding
of thermal-hydraulic and mechanic phenomena in the PWR vessel:

- the standardization of electrical nuclear power plants,

- the in operation incidents concerning vessel internals,

- its role of studies supervision.

For thermal-hydraulic, a series of studies have been undertaken to treat differents
topics (wear and drop time of RCCA rods, fuel deflection, adaptor cracks, baffle bolt
cracks) and then brought together to form one work programme which concerns the
normal operation of the units. The objective is to be able to link the different
calculations already locally treated. In the long term, this linkage should make it
possible to predict thermal-hydraulic behaviour in the full zone between the hot and
cold legs of a PWR vessel (essentially around vessel internals). The vessel beeing
divided in four zone which can be overlapped :

1- Cold legs and lower plenum

2- Core and upper plenum

3- Upper plenum

4- upper plenum and hot legs

Flows are not always the main internals loading but they contribute to a better
assessment of the equipement's behaviour, and therefore of its life time.

For mechanical aspects, studies are centered on the validation of baffle assembly of
the oldest units, which are rarely subject to bolt cracks. Unlike in thermal-hydraulic, it's
not necessary to validate baffle assembly during normal operation but it's necessary to
study them in LOCA. Therefore EDF has undertaken "optimisation studies" aiming to
model the phenomena, to justify the resistance of degraded baffle assembly.

An other motivation of this work programme is to be able to achieve a complete series
of calculations in order to acquire a more relevant judgement of the vendors designs
for the future projects.

2. NORMAL OPERATION CONDITION / Studies programme in progress

2.1 Studies programme context

Work programme was built from studies in progress which were developed to validate
the state of some components or to lead R&D studies. Here we propose to check items
and quickly describe each one to have a better understanding of the content.

The general programme's objective is to conduct a complete numerical approach and
then model all the flows in the internals and the vessel, for several configurations (3 &
4 loops PWR, N4 and EPR).

2.1.1 Core inlet flow rate

From injection of cold water plug studies, we used the results in symmetric conditions
to understand the inlet flow rate distribution better (concerning zone 1, at the lower
core plate level), and then bring precise boundary conditions for upper plenum-core
calculations (zone 2).
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2.1.2 Fuel assembly deflection

Post-irradiation inspection of fuel assemblies has shown permanent deflections. These
deflections are worrying for several reasons. For example, they increase RCCA drop
time. Deflection analysis led to too high axial loads for the structure. The design of the
fuel elements tries to solve the problem in increasing structure rigidity and decreasing
axial load (i.e. redesign the hold-down system on the top nozzle of the fuel assembly).
To do this, it's necessary to evaluate hydrodynamics loads and the change of core
cavity better.

Loading imposed to the hold-down system is composed of four loads : spring set load,
fuel assembly height, Archimedes buoyancy and hydrodynamics loads (lift-off loads)
which the hold-down system must restrain. Because of this, it's important to know flow-
rate distribution in the core and parameters evolution further which constitute axial
loads.

We can estimate the change of core cavity more accurately (distance between lower
core plate and upper core plate), because it gives bearing limits conditions of fuel
assembly. Therefore, the change of core cavity sizes between hot and cold state is
estimated from a code give by Westinghouse license. Now, cavity core height, which is
only measured in cold condition, is heavily dependent on the 3D thermal distribution of
the internals. A change of the core cavity height modifies the effect of hold down
system loading. To evaluate the change of core cavity we must run the complete
calculation of lower and upper core plate and RCCA support plate deflection, because
there are linked with the upper support columns( of the upper internals). It's at this
point, that the exact calculation of core cavity deflection is of the utmost importance.

2.1.3 Wear and drop time of RCCA, wear of RCCA guide tube

Wear and drop time of RCCA rare the cause of many studies undertaken by EDF to
understand phenomena observed on units in operation.

Concerning wear, incidents and site controls have shown that RCCA rod clads wear is
a generic problem on 900 and 1300 MW units. The current solutions consist of defining
a criterion linked with wear prediction and cluster replacement with nitronized surface
treatment. EDF's challenge is the extra maintenance costs of this component. Today
there is no specific study on RCCA guide tube wear.

After the earlier attempt to solve the previous wear problem (RCCA guide tube
modifications to increase rod bearing), we now know that the drop time problem on N4
and DAYA BAY units stems from RRCA guide tube flows. The challenge of this file
affects the core Safety criteria.

2.1.4 Primary system flow rate assessment

The assessment of uncertainties on definition of primary flow rate and on calibration of
protection channel and reactor monitoring, to appreciate measurement accuracy of
temperature in hot leg fully. This study concerns external components of the vessel
(notably primary pipes), but the origin of the phenomenon is located in the upper
plenum as the flow comes through upper internals structures (upper support columns
and RCCA guide tube). This is why we have to known upper plenum flows well.

2.1.5 Vessel head flows (T hot - T cold)

Complete calculations on the vessel head were required due to the vessel adaptor
cracks. A model, taking into account all the upper part of the RCCA guide tube, has
been made. There is a flow way between this volume and the upper plenum through
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the RCCA guide tube (gap between the top plate and drive rod). Thereby, there is a
similar pressure field in the volumes located above and below the RCCA support plate.
The sound knowledge of flows through the RCCA guide tube allows us to find the right
limit conditions for upper plenum flows calculations. The flow difference through RCCA
guide tube, due to T. hot or T. cold conditions, has been assessed because it has a
impact on RCCA wear.

2.1.6 Code validations

The field of the code validity does not cover all the different treated cases, because the
different basic test cases are currently made on simple geometries. With the increasing
of the numerical code capacities, the models used are more and more complete and
therefore more complex. Because of this, it is important for EDF to validate its codes
with reactor experimental models or in operation measurements.

The 3D thermal-hydraulics used codes are :

• N3S - Finite element code for compressive or incompressive three dimensional flow
simulation :

N3S solves steady or unsteady non-isothermal compressive or incompressive flows in
2D and 3D geometries using unstructured meshes. N3S computes thermal conduction
in solids, radiative heat transfer in transparent media and heat transfer between walls
and fluid. N3S features an incompressive solver based on a splitting of operators first
and second order accurate in time and uses Finite Element space discretization. The
convection step, solved by a characteristics algorithm, allows fast resolution of the
Stokes problem.

• THYC - a Thermal-Hydraulic Code for single or two-phase flows in tube bundles, in
conjunction with a porous-body approach :

It is specially devoted to heat and mass transfer in the following nuclear components :
reactor cores, steam generators and condensers. The code differs from subchannel
analysis which assumes a prevailing axial component of velocity and uniform pressure
at each elevation. A fully three-dimensional representation of the flow is proposed in
conjunction with a porous-body approach. The numerical scheme being based on finite
element volumes, conservation of mass and energy is verified.

For this validation we used four experimental models, built by C.E.A. with cooperative
founding between EDF/FRAMATOME/CEA:

- A water model 1/5 of core-plenum 1300 MW configuration to validate THYC code
(LACYDON - 4 loops),

- A water model 1/5 of plenum and hot legs 1300 MW configuration to validate N3S
code (Banquise) connected with global flows,

- A water model scalei of a RCCA guide tube 1300 MW to validate N3S (Chaloupe)
connected with local flows into the RCCA guide tube,

- A water model 1/10 of a lower plenum EPR configuration to validate N3S (Lucie).

In addition to these, two other small water models were built by EDF at Chatou, to
refine the porous body approach of THYC near the upper plenum inlet (upper core
plate).

2.2 Code linkage

For this project, three codes exchange information : the two thermal-hydraulic codes
N3S (which modelise zones 1,3 and 4) and THYC (zone 2) and the mechanical code
ASTER (which compute stress everywhere). So, we can call this either "coupling of
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codes" if the two codes exchange some information in real time, or "linkage of codes"
if information is temporarily given to another code. In this project the linkage notion is
enough ( N3S --> THYC --> N3S, THYC --> ASTER). One of the objectives of this
project consists in building a coherent software chain between the three previous
codes.

2.3 Applications on different series of reactors

Firstly, the approach undertaken consists in validating codes for 4 loops-1300 MW
configuration which correspond to the experimental models seen in 2.2. For the next
step, based on these validation and linkage we will make several calculations with
other configurations. The use of these results for in operation series concerns the life
time of the units, while for EPR the results will be used to evaluate design evolution,
notably those of vessel internals.

2.4 Some results

2.4.1 RCCA guide tube flows - rod bearing

From the N3S numerical model of 1/4 upper plenum (800 000 nodes mesh see figures
1 ), first of all we focused on plenum global flows, in order to find the boundary
conditions to impose on the local calculations.of one RCCA guide tube with its close
environment (upper support columns and plate holes - represented on figure 2 and 3).
Calculations were carried out with the objective of underligning the different hydraulic
loads due to the core location, and evaluating bearing loads on each rod from the
pressure field along the rods.

Concerning flows into the RCCA guide tube, we can see on figures 4 and 5 that flow
lines are different, according to RCCA guide tubes location (near the outlet nozzle or
on core centre). Suction of outlet nozzle induces transverse flows at the bottom of the
tubes (accurately on level of continuous guide). However, the total rod bearing load of
each guide is the same whatever the position of the guide. Only, the distribution of
loads on the rods changes between guides. From these results, we could deduce some
tendencies on RCCA guide tube wear.

2.4.2 Vessel internals deflection - core cavity - fuel assembly

In addition to N3S thermal-hydraulic numerical model, a numerical model of the full
vessel and internals has been built with the mechanical code ASTER. Unlike prevous
studies, calculations have started on 900 MW series. A deflection study of the core
cavity led to a complete meshing of the different components, as shown on figure 6.

The internals deflection calculation is made by taking into account the following
loading:

- thermal expansion (including gradients due to gamma heating),

- gravity,

- Archimedes buoyancy,

- hydrodynamics loads on fuel and core plates.

Calculations have shown that deflections due to thermal expansion are preponderant in
comparison with other loads.

The effect of the different loads on the core cavity can be resumed in the following
inequality:

Gravity < hydraulic loads < thermal expansion
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In addition, the deflection of core plates is very sensitive to the limit condition of the
RCCA support plate. Indeed, this plate is gripped by the vessel head on the level of the
hold-down spring and the deflection is piloted by these connection conditions. If we
consider insetting conditions or a slipping support (radial displacement without
rotations), we obtain a variation factor of ten for deflection.

Due to the connection rigidity, between RCCA support plate and upper core plate,
deflections are similar.

We can conclude that between cold and hot states, on a 900 MW PWR, variation core
cavity is 17 mm with a deflection of about one millimetre at the centre of the plate. This
result underlines the fact that vessel internals (and fuel assemblies) are large
components. They lead to important thermal expansion which is must be taken into
account notably for the functional gaps of this equipment.

3. ACCIDENTAL OPERATION CONDITION (LOCA)

Since 1993, EDF has been developing its own calculation means for hydraulic loads in
LOCA situation on the primary circuit, vessel internals and fuel assemblies.

Firstly we started with CEA cooperation (DMT Department in Saclay) and we now work
on an internal development (EDF/ R&D Department).

3.1 Motivating factors for Work programme

3.1.1 Baffle bolt cracks

At the end of the 80's, a first non-destructive examination in Bugey detected some bolt
defects (only on baffle-former bolts).

The non-destructive tests carried out on CPO series units since then have shown a
progression in the number of bolt cracks. The crack mechanism is due to a Stress
Corrosion assisted by irradiation phenomenon (IASCC). EDF has undertaken a study
programme with the objective of finding the limit configuration for baffle assembly by
calculation.

3.1.2 Fuel assembly design

Decompression effects due to loss of coolant accident are taken into account to fuel
assembly design. This loading determines the design, in particular for the bending of
fuel guide tube.

To establish specifications for the vendors and to supervise studies, EDF wishes to
have its own means for evaluating design methods and margins linked to these
methods.

3.2 Work programme

3.2.1 Phenomena physics on LOCA

Studies consits of simulating a loss of coolant accident, characterised by a location,
break area and open law, and to respect full circuit depression.

In LOCA, we usually distinguish two steps. During the first hundred milliseconds, water
is liquid in mass. The depressure wave spreads across the circuit, because the time of
distance covered in the circuit is long in view of the break opening time. The signal
undergoes many reflections and we see its slope decreasing in being far away from the
break location. The pressure quickly decreases to the saturating steam pressure. This
step is called "under-saturated" or "single-phase". Then the steam and the quasi-
permanent two-phase flow appear near the break. This second step is called "two-
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phase". During the first step, the core barrel is loaded by high dynamic pressure
imbalance. Similarly, a dynamic pressure imbalance requires baffle assembly, waves to
have different reflections in the confined zone of baffle assembly and core.

For internals, the first step is generally preponderant to the design. Thus it's important,
for design margins identification, to evaluate conservatism linked with the different
methods and hypotheses:

- break hypotheses : break area, opening time,...

- structure-flow interaction : core barrel, baffle assembly,...

3.2.2 C.E.A Collaboration

Since 93, C.E.A has undertaken the development of specific functionalities in PLEXUS
software and to carry out complete studies on depressurisation of the primary circuit.

PLEXUS software : PLEXUS (system CASTEM 2000) is a general finite element
software for dynamic calculation of structures. Fluid materials may be modeled. The
computations are performed in 2D or 3D. PLEXUS can deal with large displacements
and large strains. The structures are subjected to fast transient loading which can lead
to collapse. Thanks with specific models, this general tool can deal with a large range
of problems such as impacts, explosions, wave propagations and analyse their
consequences on structures.

In particular, the following elements have been introduced, improved or tested:

- break models, linking pressure with break flow rate,

- primary pump model,

- 3D structure-flow interaction elements,

- 3D/1D transition elements for fluid volumes.

At the same time, other studies have been made, simulating sudden decompression of
the circuit. Problems relative to increasing difficulties have been treated :

-1D circuit, without structure-flow interaction (see on figure 7),

- 3D/1D mix circuit without structure-flow interaction,

- 3D/1D mix circuit with structure-flow interaction focus on baffle assembly.

The main objective of these studies is to evaluate design margins taking more realistic
hypotheses into account. Loads on bolts and fuel assemblies have been evaluated
more precisely and the results of the vendors have been confirmed. These studies
could justify, temporarily, some defects seen on site.

These studies have also approached numerical difficulties and lead to adapt models to
the researched objective. This collaboration with C.E.A. is going on with the objective
of finalizing studies and transfering the savoir faire to EDF.

3.2.3 Internal development

Since 1996, EDF/SEPTEN has undertaken a work programme with the R&D
department on method and tool calculations for loads due to LOCA on the vessel
internals and primary circuit.

In particular, CIRCUS code capacities, developed by EDF, are on going for evaluation,
in quick transient calculations. Other codes take part in the chain calculation, like
ASTER and EOLE.
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CIRCUS software : CIRCUS deals with hydraulic, vibro-acoustic and seismic behaviour
of pipings, excited with permanent flow, using plane waves and beam theories and
resolution in frequency space. Since 1997, CIRCUS also deals with transient problems
using Fourier and Fourier reverse transformations.

4. PERSPECTIVES AND CONCLUSIONS

For a few years, EDF has undertaken some mechanics and thermal-hydraulics studies
with the objective of mastering plants phenomena today and in order to numerically
predict the behaviour of vessel internals on units planned for the future.

Results are encouraging mainly due to code capacity progression (resolution and
models), which allows more and more complex physical phenomena to be treated, like
turbulence flow and LOCA.
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FIGURE 1: Geometry for core-plenum calculation
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Figure 2: Local aeometrv / RCCA guide tube - support columns
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Figure 3 : Local geometry /Meshing of RCCA guide tube and support columns
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Figure 4 : Flows throuah RCCA auide tube in centre location
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Figure 5: Flows throuah RCCA auide tube close to outlet nozzle
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Figure 6: Vessel internals meshina for mechanical code ASTER
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Figure 7: Pipe model of the PWR circuit
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